Hearing ends
Harris attorney: Separate trials likely

Hewell Prayser Harris, who will go on trial for the shooting death of Cal Poly's Harris, will probably not be tried alongside his son, said Harris lawyer Todd Deen.

A panel of Superior Court Judges on Monday from Warren Conklin, one of San Luis Obispo county's three municipal court judges, Harris, 17, will be assigned May 16 in the county's superior court.

Hank Harris, 17, is also charged in the Jan. 13 shooting of Dr. Norman Alexander in a Poly parking lot. Alexander died three days later. The same day both Hewell and Harris were arrested, he said.

Van Felden said a plea will probably not be entered unless HarrisICON

Harris has a right to be tried within 60 days of arraignment in Superior Court, but Harris can waive that right according to state law. Van Felden said a plea will probably not be entered unless he wants a week to look over the preliminary hearing transcripts first.

Van Felden might file several motions, including a change of venue (trial in another county), dismissal of the case because of pretrial publicity and suppression of certain testimony.

Van Felden said the testimony of Thomas Moran might be suppressed. Moran, a convicted rape victim serving time in state prison, said under oath that Harris told him that Harris' son pulled the trigger.

Van Felden said Moran might lie in court in exchange for a transfer to Atascadero State Hospital. The prosecutor's client is expected to compare state prison, he said.

Also, said Van Felden, Moran did not mention the name by name. Harris has two sons: Hank and Dean.

The Monday hearing was brief, said Van Felden, because prosecution did not present any key tape recording made between Harris and his son as evidence.

Van Felden said the preliminary hearing. Harris' third son being arrested, would have been much longer if the recording had been entered in court. Attorneys for both Harrisons have argued that the secret recording, made in a garage at 1870 Driftwood in San Diego, is illegal.

Another municipal court judge, however, has already ruled that the tapes are admissible as evidence in Hank Harris' trial.

The preliminary hearing was to find probable cause that Hewell Harris can be implicated in the Alexander death. Conklin ruled that there is.

The decision ends almost five months of legal hassles for the older Harris. Harris' first lawyer, public defender Richard Carrol, was disqualified for a possible conflict of interest by a municipal court judge after several days of hearings.

His was public defender James R. A third lawyer, Martin de la Montre, was dismissed because he was representing defendants in the San Simon marijuana smuggling case.

A trial date has already been set for Hank Harris, June 13. His attorney, Don Ernst, announced he will file motions to move the trial to another county, to suppress the tapes recording about the prosecution's case and to dismiss the trial because of pretrial publicity.

Poly housing official says student bill may not pass

BY CINDY HUANG

A bill prohibiting student discrimination in housing will probably not pass according to a Cal Poly housing official.

Wall Lambert, off-campus housing coordinator, said he thinks the real estate business does not see students as profit-makers. They would rather sell to middle-aged people, he said.

"There are too many strong real estate people with big money who have influence in the legislature," said Lambert.

The bill, which would forbid landlords from discriminating against students, is currently before a state senate subcommittee. There are no housing laws prohibiting students as of now, said Lambert.

If the bill is passed, students discriminated against would be able to report the incident to the Fair Employment Practice Commission, the agency that handles cases of housing discrimination.

Lambert hasn't seen much discrimination in San Luis Obispo because it is a college community and most apartments are geared to students. However, he said the R-1 zoning law—which prohibits more than three unrelated people to live in a single dwelling—is a form of discrimination to keep out middle-aged people.

Discrimination is hard to prove, said Lambert, because landlords don't have to say why they don't want to rent an apartment to students.

"As long as they don't openly discriminate against students, and say I'm not renting to your family or you are a student, landlords won't get into any trouble," he said.

Even if the bill passes, landlords would still be able to get around the law by discriminating against age. For instance, a landlord who didn't want to rent to students could say his apartment is for students 29 and over.

"For every law made, there is a new way to

(Continued on Page 3)

U.U fountain springs back to life

Water trickled from the fountain in the University Union Plaza this week, despite an uncertain plan for continuing the flow.

Dougard Gerard, executive dean of planning, said before the University Union Board of Governors recently to support the use of the fountain.

"We need to be sensible in the use of the fountain," said Gerard. "We wouldn't want to see it abandoned."

The U.U Board of Governors needs to be judicious in its use.

The fountain was contributed as a "sufficing" element in the plan. After water flows through the fountain, it is washed out of the system through a storm drain. During the fountain's construction, the facility planning officer rejected the option of recycling pumps, fearing problems would dump soap into the fountain.

The fountain was operated until the water shortage curtailed its use last year, although Gerard favored using the fountain during the drought.

"I don't deny that the rest of the state was in dire straits," said Gerard. "But the San Luis Obispo area had an adequate supply of water to last through four or five more years of drought."

I am not insensitive, but using the fountain didn't take that much water.

The issue now is the Diag's energy shortage. The Board of Governors is concerned with cutting back on energy consumption by the pumps required to supply the fountain.

POLL VAULT—Cal Poly students turned out Wednesday to vote in the ASI election. As of 4 p.m., 8 percent of Poly's student population had exercised their right to vote. The U.U. Plaza voting station got the highest turnout while the Ag Circle station got the least. The polls will be open until 4 p.m. today and about the same amount of voters are expected.
More money to burn

The California State Students Association, which we have said is an insipid money-wasting "lobbying" group, has asked member universities to put more money all the group can expand, and eventually take an additional full-time fundraiser.

Cal Poly, which already pays about $20,000 per year to belong to CSSA, may contribute about $20,000 more per year. Sources explain that ASF is doing it to try to push for passage of CSSA's increase in the ASI budget.

That Robinson urges such passage is not surprising, rather it is to be expected. He is interested in the job as he is the legislative advocate of CSSA and would like to see Cal Poly kick in a few bucks to give the organization more money to spend.

This gives us further reason to show that the proposal should not be passed. The main reason, however, is that the CSSA does not do a good job and it does not deserve the money we are paying them now, much less another $20,000.

Several weeks ago, while Assemblywoman Carol Haliwell was visiting Cal Poly, she was asked "what is your impression of the CSSA?" She said she had never heard of it, or of its legislative advocate Craig Jones. Since membership in this organization is dependent on large fees, and seeing little direct benefit from the payments, we question the money might have been wasted.

No, our student government was quick to pop back, our money is put to good use and should remain with the CSSA.

But, CSSA has become a playground for student government people who graduate and have no other political avenues to travel. Since they have influence over the college and universities they came from, money is always available, all supplied by student fees.

The CSSA should evolve into something more than a haven for retired student governors, and hopefully, if Robinson is appointed to his desired post, he will look at the job as more than just a political stepping stone. If he does not accomplish anything here, Poly's student government should not pass any requests for more money. They should wait for CSSA promises to come true before stepping stone, ss a chance to do things he did not accomplish here.

Alternatively speaking

Everyone is upset about energy these days. The television newscasts are filled "Energy news from around the world." In Los Angeles, people are lining up their empty cars at gas stations on Sunday to get a good price in line for the Monday morning fuel run. Gas station attendants are carrying guns to protect themselves from irate motorists and now service station owners have decided to stage their own protest. I made one shallow to think what the gas stations are going to look like Wednesday, May 18th when people are trying to get enough gas to last them for the days. The engine would turn over fine, the thermostat, broken water pump, broken radiator, and drove to work. There wai s rather large hole In the road please give me a ride.

SAROYAN

Another carastrophe

Automobiles drive me crazy.

As of late, it seems that these mechanical monsters, three dozen or four wheels, have become the personification of Murphy's Law. If anything can go wrong with my ear, there's no doubt that it will.

Like most Californians, I've been driving since I was sixteen. And, since that monas- tuous turning point in my life, the automobile has some to give me fits. The inconvenience and instantly all rolled up and parked in my driveway.

It doesn't take much for me to realize, of course, that an automobile is a mass of steel and rubber (and pipes), with no con- sciousness of its own, but sometimes I can't help but think that cars have very distant personalities, that they know when and how to eat and, more importantly, when and how to break down.

Driving through the hills of San Fran- cisco, my car will break down. On the freeway during rush-hour traffic, my car will break down. Trying to get to a concert or a final exam, my ear will break down. Without fail.

Right now, my ear is parked, immobile, in my driveway. I don't know that much about ears, but one thing I do know for sure. When my ear sounds like an overloaded sound, I'm in trouble. It proves its point. When it starts up on an overloaded sound, I know I'm having problems.

But problems have a strong tendency to multiply themselves. My ear is no exception. Car trouble is one thing; mechanical trouble is quite another.

Good mechanics are like good used ears; I'm sure they exist, but I've never seem to find them.

When I was having difficulty with my ear overheating every time I turned it on, I decid- ed to research the possibilities of fixing the damned machine. I took the mechanic to four different mechanics, and subsequently got four different analyses of the trouble. Broken thermostat, broken water pump, broken water pump housing and a broken radiator hose.

I'm sure they exist, but I've never seem to find them.

It is my sincere hope that an incident such as this will not occur in the future.

Letters

Stolen signs

Editor

Last Tuesday night or early Wednesday morning four of Jeff Land's campaign signs were stolen from their places on campus. I would like to express the that the individual or individuals that are responsible have cheapened the idea of personal proper- ty and a sense of fair play. Their actions were destructive and childish, and above all they were evil.

Their actions will now cost Jeff a great deal of money. People who say that this will not occur in the future.

Robert Hunz

Editor

Another way to burn money

The utility companies will not be able to raise enough capital to shut down the oil industry and take the oil companies' money is put to good use. I don't think that is going to happen, it seems that there is little direct benefit from the payments, we question the money might have been wasted.

If you would like to raise enough money to buy the best minds and the best equipment for alternative energy research. Let's face it, we're not going to get out of this thing without paying the power companies. If we do, I'm going to look at the next 50 years and feel a little more secure that the next 50 years are going to be more controllable.
**Tough battle expected for student housing bill**

Rob Red, co-ordinator for disabled student affairs, said many apartments aren't suitable for people in wheelchairs. They don't have the facilities such as ramps, wider doors, -

"Disabled persons don't have enough teeth in the government to require architects to design their structures for the disabled," said Red.

There are about 450 disabled students at Cal Poly and many have a place to live. The disabled community consists of a list of apartments and homes that are accessible to disabled students available.

Bond and other students are working within a three to five-mile radius of campus. Only public facilities are required to be modified for disabled people, according to Red.

 Bonds are one thing led to another. "Some landlords don't want to modify their facilities for the disabled, because then they would have to modify the dining area, pools, parking lots and emergency equipment," he said. "It's a domino effect when one thing leads to another."

BOND said that he has been on the team for four years. "We just describe the soil, not say one's better than the other."

In the pre-election issue of the Mustang Daily (Tuesday, May 8), candidate for vice-president, Julie Miller, was quoted as saying her personal friendship with Carol Hallett would help students. It was brought to the attention of the Daily that when Miller made the remark she didn't have enough teeth in the government to require architects to design their structures for the disabled," said Red.

There is about 450 disabled students at Cal Poly and many have a place to live. The disabled community consists of a list of apartments and homes that are accessible to disabled students available. Bond and other students are working within a three to five-mile radius of campus. Only public facilities are required to be modified for disabled people, according to Red. Bonds are one thing led to another. "Some landlords don't want to modify their facilities for the disabled, because then they would have to modify the dining area, pools, parking lots and emergency equipment," he said. "It's a domino effect when one thing leads to another."
Fred Astaire celebrates 80th

NORTHAMPTON, Mass. (AP) — Fred Astaire has danced up walls and across ceilings long before Elizabeth Roberts was born.

But the Smith College sophomore from Massepeeag, N.Y., seemed Astaire's to world as she honored Thursday that he has a lot of young fans.

Miss Roberts got another surprise, Astaire Inc. Jean Walsh of Bethesda, Md., to design eight inked prints of Astaire in classic dancing poses.

BYS BEVERLY LANGLOIS

Tubing at a television station, it is almost possible to not get caught up in the tube. 

After all, we all belong to some network.

Whatever you may say about all TV, it is probably known that NBC is way down on the ratings list right now. Nothing they seem to work, but we have yet to see what Fred Silverman is going to come up with next fall.

The new line-ups have just been announced, and for those of you who don’t step your hands over your ears at the mere mention of the initials T.V., you may after hear what’s in the future for tube watching.

NBC, surprisingly enough, is only stringing six new shows, and keeping two thirds of its current line up. I don’t know if they expect everyone to change radically over the summer and start liking what they haven’t liked yet, or perhaps Fred Silverman is embellishing the other two networks and isn’t afraid of the competition.

Looking at what’s coming up, I think the better possibility may not be too far off the mark.

What’s amazing to me is that they (NBC) are only keeping two half-hour sitcoms on. One is “Hello, Larry,” another poor program that is winning the public is that there is some reason why Maureen Stapleton should be on the screen. As far as I’m concerned, “MASH” is the only show that came out on top when he decided to spread his wings.

But listen to what the number three network is putting up for our viewing pleasure next year: First of all we have “A Man Called Horse” which is sort of a new wave “Man from Uncle” about a short-tempered agent who works for the President and is against diabolical foes like East India Wonder. Where they got the name from? That there is “The Mad Adventures of Sheriff Lope” about a lonesome sheriff and his two sidekicks. They’re dragging Claude Akins out of the screen for that one.

Next are some very promising series. How about “Buck Rogers in the 25th Century” which I thought they would use Adam West (Batman) for that one. But no, they are instead going with George Mr. West and have him provide “romantic interest” for Shirley Jones. New widow-with-side show. This time the star name of the same from “The Partridge Family” is in Laos Taliban, and another romantic interest for Shirley will be the Davis’s son Perrin. Well, I suppose it’s better than domestic commercials.

“The Modified Files” and “Quincy” will be back, and I have to admit I am pleased. I am a “Quincy” junkie. Everyone has some embarrassing failures.

Now the television station I work for happens to be a C.B.A. affiliate. They have been running steady second in the ratings, but they may be competing with NBC for the bottom because other people get a kick out of what we will think they will tell us.

First of all there is “Struck by Lightning.” Believe it or not, this one is about a guy who inherits an old inn which turns out to have belonged to none other than the famous Dr. Frankenstein, and the caretaker Frank turns out to be you—guess it—the monster. Oh boy.

Then we have the real international stuff. “We’reCrusin’ is about girls, meals, stars, and the beach and how they combine to provide fun for two California teenagers. I like the way girls are listed everything that is happening in tinsel town.

When Miss Glass starts in the new Disney TV movie “A Woman to the Glens” about an attempted assassination. Miss Glass plays an unknown actress who uses her inveigle to send a plot to kill the Russian Premier during an American visit. Lloyd Haynes also stars and Larry Cedar plays a newspaper photographer.

Robert Clouse is directing from a screenplay by Dan Morgan Hixson and David E. Benton, based on a novel by Nicholas Blea.

Whatever you may say about all TV, I think they would use Adam West (Batman) for that one. But no, they are instead going with George Mr. West and have him provide “romantic interest” for Shirley Jones. New widow-with-side show. This time the star name of the same from “The Partridge Family” is in Laos Taliban, and another romantic interest for Shirley will be the Davis’s son Perrin. Well, I suppose it’s better than domestic commercials.

“The Modified Files” and “Quincy” will be back, and I have to admit I am pleased. I am a “Quincy” junkie. Everyone has some embarrassing failures.

Now the television station I work for happens to be a C.B.A. affiliate. They have been running steady second in the ratings, but they may be competing with NBC for the bottom because other people get a kick out of what we will think they will tell us.

First of all there is “Struck by Lightning.” Believe it or not, this one is about a guy who inherits an old inn which turns out to have belonged to none other than the famous Dr. Frankenstein, and the caretaker Frank turns out to be you—guess it—the monster. Oh boy.

Then we have the real international stuff. “We’reCrusin’ is about girls, meals, stars, and the beach and how they combine to provide fun for two California teenagers. I like the way girls are listed....
Threepenny Opera

by BEVERLY LANGLOIS
Daily Entertainment Editor

Cal Poly is going to be presenting "Three Penny Operas" next weekend, and since it's probably the most different play Dr. Michael Malkin has attempted here, it seems appropriate to give the players some credit (as I say in the list).

Nancy Jurgensen is going to play Jenny. What a part! She has done quite a few productions for Cal Poly, including "Death of a Salesman," and "Oliver!" and Malkin is going to do a couple of things at Cal Poly and the University of Hawaii, the Honolulu Community Theater, and the San Luis Obispo Little Theatre. Nonetheless.

Greg McDermott, who, incidentally, is a limbo dancer for the Mustangs, snagged the part of Mack, and I don't wish to see him do that part. I have to say I am a fan of Greg's. I've never seen him do anything that wasn't great, even just little skits and things for a Communication Theory class.

Kell Kelling, who some of you may have seen the title role of "Barbara Hulan" last year, will be playing Mr. Peachum. It is an, as one would say, "far from being the most different part for Mr. Peachum." He also does quite a bit of acting, including "Psycho," "Babes in Toyland," "Boulevard du Crime," and "The Doctor In Spite of Himself," too.

Malina Anne Martin, a graphic communications major, is going to be portraying Mrs. Peachum. Malina has also done quite a bit of acting, including "Psycho," "Babes in Toyland," "Boulevard du Crime," and "The Doctor In Spite of Himself." She is currently a voice student here at Cal Poly.

This work has such great music in it. Everyone remembers "Me the Knife," made famous by the late great Bobby Darin, and if you've ever heard Judy Collins do "Pirate Jenny" you know what I mean.

Ethan Hammamaster is going to be doing Polly Peachum, and she, too, is bringing musical experience to Cal Poly since she done "Carnival" and " Bye Bye Birdie" as well as "You're a Good Man Charlie Brown." J. Marc Mann, again helping us from the Graphic Communications Department, is going to be playing Streettender. Mr. Malkin's previous productions included "Oliver!" "Our Town," and "Up the Down Staircase." In high school, and "Tom Sawyer," "The Doctor In Spite of Himself," and "Death of a Salesman" here on campus.

Last of the major players is Ed Cardenas, who is going to be Tiger Brown, and he is a biology student, and he has studied in "Sherriff's Palomini" "The Doctor In Spite of Himself," and " You're a Good Man Charlie Brown." at Cal Poly.

Tickets for the show, which will be Thursday May 17 through Saturday May 19 are being sold at a reduced seating back for $3 at the U. D. lusk and a few p.m. downtown. Dr. Malkin suggests that the play is not suitable for children.

Matrix jazzes with class at Cuesta

BY BEVERLY LANGLOIS
Daily Entertainment Editor

Malina Anne Martin, who, I think, was the leading lady in the audience Monday night.

There nine musicians have made up her group, and of course the instruments are just about as different as you can imagine, and there are different kinds of groups were played during the course of the evening, but everything seemed to be part of the same group, the other people were playing something different.

Cut out the groups' names, and you will hear the highlight of the show, particularly their urbane sounds. One group, which was inspired by the music of John Coltrane, and the other by the music of Duke Ellington, and the third by the music of Miles Davis.

The founder and keyboardist for the group, John Harman, wrote most of the pieces played, and they were very well, it would have been nice to hear such a gifted band of musicians do a little more than what you hear on the stage.

All of the members of the group were great, but I have to say that the ones that were truly amazing.

First of all, being related to the composer and songwriter in that instrument for hours on end, was the best experience, and I have to say that Miles Murphy was the best experience, and of the feeling, of the actual sound, of those pieces which were written in a very clever way. That piece also got an ovation worthy of it.

Something was added to the concert line up, as the groups don't do, and that is music. Not words, as such, or as they were words were difficult to understand, but more just sounds that used their voices like more instruments, with harmonies and harmonies that only the human voice could produce.

The crowd was far from a large, but their enthusiasm made up for their lack of number.

After the encore, the group received another standing ovation that wouldn't quit, and the group was forced after some 1 or 2 minutes of continuous applause to come out and play another bow, but they declined to play another song of music.

Well, no matter, the wizardry of Malina Anne Martin was on display.

Tony Garcia, Mobile Home Consultant, Cal Poly Student 271 Five Cities Drive Piano Beach, Calif. (805) 773-1818

We locate on lease-Buy Trailers for cash Towing-Awning-Sharing-Parts & Supplies Prompt attention on listing and resales. Need a Home? We have one for you!

Car Store

MAY SALE:
Brushes, Paints, Mat Cutters, Markers, and more-
20%-50% OFF ON ALL KINDS OF TOP ART, ENGINEERING & DRAFTING SUPPLIES!! GREAT BARGAINS!!
798 Foothill
-Broad St Entrance-841-2380
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The Mustangs were favored to win the California Collegiate Athletic Association championships after the team won the West Coast relays last weekend in Fresno. With 99 points, Cal Poly captured the title with a 24-point margin over UC Irvine. Other CCAA entries in the WCR meet include Cal State Los Angeles (fourth place—77 points), Cal Poly Northridge (ninth place—53 points), Cal State Fullerton (ninth place—46 points), Chapman College (ninth place—15 points) and UC Riverside (ninth place—10 points).

Coach Miller and his track team will defend their 1978 CCAA championship. Cal State LA finished second to Cal Poly, 113-79, in Fullerton last season, the site of the 1978 conference meet.

Despite a second-place showing, the Mustangs gave the Mustangs at the NCAA Division II nationals at Western Illinois University, 70-85. Unlike 1978, the Mustangs have no threat to the Mustangs. Miller said the Diablo track team lost members who graduated last year.

"They just don't have the people they had last year," the Mustang coach said.

"We've had such a great year in 1979." The four-year Cal Poly coach said. "Things have gone so well. I don't want to push a good thing. Rather than push our guys hard and have a super dynasty type meet, I decided to move our people around so we can maintain a good physical and mental edge for the nationals," said Miller.

"I think we can still win it (the CCAA). It's one of our objectives all along. We will keep our field events people the same, but we won't be doubting in running events as much as we did a year ago," Miller said.

Dr. Alfred, Fred Harvey and Bart Williams will double in running events for the Mustard. Alfred will defend his 1,500-meter title and also run in the 800-meter run. Harvey is entered in the 100 and 200-meter sprints besides his relay participation in the 400. Williams will return from the 400 intermediate hurdles, an event he won last year. Instead, Miller entered Williams in the 110 and 200 meters.

"Off past experience with the Mustangs, I've found that they do not respond extremely well to several high-quality races in a row," said Miller.

"We won't be running our best 1,600-meter relay team either," the Mustang coach said. "It's another piece of strategy designed to keep the Mustangs as fresh as possible for the nationals while still leaving enough talent coming to the league crown."

The Mustangs enter Thursday—Kinger, Vakovitch (defeasional); Friday—Brunner (hammer throw), Frazer, Finn (triple jump), Albritton, Yeong (long jump); Saturday—Frazer (long jump), 14-mile run, Schuttler (pole vault), Toman, Fricke, Michaelson (shot put), Small, Bauer (3,000-meter steeplechase), Kent, Harvey, 800-meter relay, Northridge, Fabriga, Fauth (1,500-meter run), Carter, Vakovitch (javelin), Condon (high jump), Grohe (110-meter hurdles), Williams, M. Bush, Hall (400 meters); Williams, M. Bush, Hall (800 meters); Aldridge, (800-meter run); Williams, Kent, Harvey (1200 meters); Schuttler (1,500 meters); E. Bush, M. Bush, Hall (1,600-meter relay).

Mom relates story of her 7-foot son's life

NEW YORK (AP)—They had gathered in the ninth floor New York Athletic Club—newspaper, sportswriter, marketing and public relations types—to pay tribute to the "Athlete of the Century," John C. Jabbar.

At one and of the room, a rather attractive T-shirted black woman stood stone—still as if run in the glistening, glass-tingled crowd.

"That's Mrs. Jabbar," someone whispered. "Jackie must be the winner."

What a news story for "Mother's Day."—

When the directors of the Astoria Cancer Society pulled opened the envelopes, the winners of the cancer benefit fashion show sat fashion—was a golfer. Jackie Nicklaus, and not the 7-foot 2-inch pro basketball star, who was awarded the unique trophy.
Mustang Daily

Poly pair in nationals

BY KELLY WISE

With expectations of finishing in the top 10, an NCA Division II Western Regional triple team, Todd Peet and Lyle Chamberlain will be competing in the NCAA Division II national tennis finals next week in the Midland Area Athletic Center.

Last year, playing in San Diego, the two players were knocked out of the doubles bracket in an early round. This season, according to Coach John Crivello, "the pair should do much better. They should have a chance of doing well in doubles," said Crivello. "Of course, the draw is important."

One drawback to the pair's chances was an injury to Chamberlain over quarterfinals. However, according to Crivello, Chamberlain is back at full strength.

According to Crivello, "the Peet and Chamberlain, both seniors, have been playing together for nine years. The two played as a doubles team at Elsinore High School, advanced to a state final, then came up to Poly last year. According to Crivello, this experience will also help make up for them not playing together much this season."

Along with their doubles experience, according to Crivello, another advantage is that their styles mix well. "They compliment each other," said Crivello. "Chamberlain is a power player, with a good forehand. Peet plays with more finesse." The pair will be one of 32 teams competing in doubles.

As well as playing doubles, each player will also compete in singles. Crivello thinks that doubles is where their hopes must rest. "They are better together than apart," said Crivello.

Poly pair In nationals

Coach John Crivello, who had been voted Coach of the Year in the Western Regional, will be combining for an opportunity with an injury to Chamberlain. "Of course, the draw is important," said Crivello. "They should have a chance of doing well in doubles," said Crivello. "Of course, the draw is important."

One drawback to the pair's chances was an injury to Chamberlain over quarterfinals. However, according to Crivello, Chamberlain is back at full strength.

According to Crivello, "the Peet and Chamberlain, both seniors, have been playing together for nine years. The two played as a doubles team at Elsinore High School, advanced to a state final, then came up to Poly last year. According to Crivello, this experience will also help make up for them not playing together much this season."

Along with their doubles experience, according to Crivello, another advantage is that their styles mix well. "They compliment each other," said Crivello. "Chamberlain is a power player, with a good forehand. Peet plays with more finesse." The pair will be one of 32 teams competing in doubles.

As well as playing doubles, each player will also compete in singles. Crivello thinks that doubles is where their hopes must rest. "They are better together than apart," said Crivello.

Tarkenton quits football, joins ABC

ATLANTA (AP) - Minnesota Vikings quarterback Fran Tarkenton, who holds all of pro football's major passing records, has retired to join Howard Cosell's team on "Monday Night Football." "I could have played another year," said Tarkenton, who played 18 years in the National Football League with the Minnesota Vikings and the New York Giants. He led the Vikings to three Super Bowl appearances, but he could not win one. "But I was very sensitive about going out of the game when I was productive," Tarkenton said in an interview Tuesday. "I did not want to go out of the game as a lame duck, nonproductive quarterback. Last year I had what I consider my most productive year. I contributed more to my team than any year that I played."

"But I was very sensitive about going out of the game when I was productive," Tarkenton said in an interview Tuesday. "I did not want to go out of the game as a lame duck, nonproductive quarterback. Last year I had what I consider my most productive year. I contributed more to my team than any year that I played."

He said the article appearing in the Minnesota Tribune titled, "Poly to fire male assistant coach" has created a stir with the coaching staff that was unnecessary.

There are actually 36 to 38 coaches on the staff, including part-time coaches and student assistants. "I'm not sure what's going on," said Riley, so letting one male coach go isn't the answer anyway. Cal Poly Athletic Director, Dr. Vic Bussone, refused to comment at this time.

Proposition 13, Bur firing is the wrong alternative rather than not renewing the letters of appointment said Riley.

He said the article appearing in the Minnesota Tribune titled, "Poly to fire male assistant coach" has created a stir with the coaching staff that was unnecessary.

There are actually 36 to 38 coaches on the staff, including part-time coaches and student assistants. "I'm not sure what's going on," said Riley, so letting one male coach go isn't the answer anyway. Cal Poly Athletic Director, Dr. Vic Bussone, refused to comment at this time.

Tarkenton was drafted by the Minnesota Vikings in the third round in 1961, but was traded to the Giants in 1967. He was traded back to the Vikings in 1972 and led the Vikings to the Super Bowl in 1974, 1975 and 1977.
Inflation may top 8.5% in 1979

WASHINGTON (AP)—President Carter still expects union leaders to adhere to his wage guidelines despite a new administration prediction that inflation probably will top 8.5 percent this year, White House spokesman Judd Powell said.

"There has been no modification in those guidelines," Powell said.

Powell also said the official administration inflation forecast for this year remains at 7.4 percent.

Treasury Secretary Michael Blumenthal said Tuesday that administration economists had "screwed up" and that the inflation rate for the year will be over 8.5 percent or more.

Powell said Blumenthal was speaking only for himself.

"That wasn't an official update," the press secretary said.

Linda Byrd to be chairwoman

WASHINGTON (AP)—President Carter has decided to appoint Lynda Bird Robb as chairwoman of the National Advisory Committee for Women, the post which former Rep. Bella Abzug held until Carter fired her last January, it was learned Tuesday.

A White House source, who asked not to be identified, said the announcement was expected Wednesday.

Mrs. Robb is the wife of Virginia Lt. Gov. Charles Robb and the daughter of the late President Lyndon B. Johnson.

The source earlier had said that Johnson's other daughter, Luci Nogert, was being appointed to the post. However, she said later that confirmation had been in error, apparently resulting from a misunderstanding of the reporter's question.

Odd-even rationing: A success?

SACRAMENTO (AP)—The first day of an "odd-even" gasoline rationing scheme appeared to have a mixed impact as California drivers sputtered into lines walling to fill their car's tanks.

Lines of up to 75 cars were reported in suburban Los Angeles, where some motorists said they had put off buying gas for a week, to wait for rationing to begin.

"I've been doing a lot of walking for the last two weeks and I just want to get the 10 miles to work," said Kenneth Jant of Alhambra, who waited in line at 7:30 a.m.

The plan, which allocates days of eligibility to buy gas between drivers with odd and even-numbered license plates, began at midnight.

Its immediate success was difficult to gauge, in the San Francisco areas and San Jose, for example, lines appeared generally to be shorter. Lines were also shorter in parts of Los Angeles.

But in other parts of Los Angeles, the lines were longer. One driver said the lines in his area were the longest in a week while another counted about 23 percent more cars lining up.